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Aprobată la Consiliul facultății ”Economie Generală și drept”, proces-verbal nr. 1 din______2018,
Decan Bârcă Alic, prof.univ., dr. hab. __________
Validată la ședința departamentului RUAPC, proces-verbal nr. 1 din ______2018,
Vaculovschi Dorin, şef departament, conf. univ., dr. _____________
Denumirea cursului

POLITOLOGY

Titularul cursului

Dr., conf. univ. Țurcan G.

Ciclul (L-licența,
M-masterat)

L

Nr. credite

4

Codul
cursului
Limba de
instruire

U.03.A.021.32

Anul

2

Semestrul

3

Forma de evaluare finală
E
(E – examen, V- verificare)
Ore studiu
Total ore pe
Ore de contact direct
44
76
120
individual
semestru
Numărul total de ore (pe semestru) de contact
direct
Economie Generală și
(C-curs teoretic, S-seminar, L-activități de
Facultatea
Drept
laborator, P-proiect sau lucrări practice)
Specialitatea
EMREI
Total
C
S
L
P
Resurse umane,
44
30
14
Departamentul
Afaceri publice și
Comunicare
Engleza

Categoria formativă a cursului (F-fundamentală, G-generală, S-de specialitate, Usocio-umanistică, M-de orientare către alt domeniu)
Categorie de opționalitate a cursului (O- obligatorie, A- opțională, L- liberă alegere)
Numărul maxim de studenți care se pot înscrie la curs
Condiții de acces

Fundamentare

Obiectivele/
Rezultatele
învățării

Obligatorii
Recomandate

U
A
100

Teorie economică
Logica, Filosofia

The course is meant to familiarize students with the most important aspects of the
politology, including its place in the contemporary system of sciences, its
fundamental theories and methods. It also aims to present the main topics of the
political science linked to the essence of political power as a social relationship, the
categories of political class, political leadership, civil society, political systems and
regimes, the interaction between the political sphere and the spheres of economics,
business and culture, the interdependence of the political and economic democracy in
the modern society.
After studying the course the students are expected to display the following
competences:
• Demonstrate a strong understanding of the concepts and principles of politology.
• Develop modern interpretations of the political phenomena such as political
conflicts, civil society, and others.
• Explain the mechanism of the political system, as well as the functions of various
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institutions within the state political hierarchy.
• Apply the knowledge of the discipline to the contemporary political, economic, and
social issues of the R. Moldova’s society.
• Identify the main issues of the contemporary international politics.
• Establish the relationships between politics and other social spheres.
After studying this course, the students are expected to have the following
competences :
1. Demonstrate knowledge and comprehension in the following areas: World
Economy, Economic Integration and European Integration, International Trade and
Commercial Policies, Foreign Trade Techniques, International Management Basics,
Management in International Economic Affairs, International Stock Exchanges in
Goods and Values.
Denumirea temelor și subiectelor

Conținutul
cursului (materia)

1. Politology as the science of politics.
1.The Politology: its notion, role, functions, object
of study and structure.
2. The genesis and evolution of the political
science.
3. The research methods of the political science.
4. The place of the politology in the contemporary
system of sciences.
2. Politics as a social phenomenon
1. Politics as a fundamental sphere of the human
society.
2. The role, the functions, and structure of the
political sphere.
3. The interaction between the politics and the
economy of the state.
3. The political power and the mechanism of its
exercise.
1.The concept of political power. The structure and
levels of the political power.
2. Legitimacy and legality of the political power.
3. The functions and the resources of the political
power.
4. The mechanism of the political power exercise:
methods, ways, and principles.
5. The interaction between political power and
economic power.
4. The political system and the political regime.
1.The political system: its concept, structure, and
functions.
2. The typology of the political systems.
3. The interplay of the political and economic
systems.
4. The concept of political regime. Types of
political regimes.
5. The political society.
1. The notion of political society.
2. The state as the main institution of the political

Ore în
auditoriu

Inclusiv
Practice/
prelegeri
Seminar

2

2

4

2

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

2
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society: its functions and bodies.
3. The typology of state systems and forms of
governance.
4. The social state/welfare state.
6. The civil society.
1. The civil society: its emergence, structure, forms
and activities.
2. Types and functions of civil society.
3. The interaction models of the political society civil society - economic society.
7. The political parties and the social-political
movements.
1.The political parties: their structure, functions,
typology, and role in the modern world.
2. The party systems.
3. The social-political movements and their role in
the political system.
8. The democracy.
1. The concept of democracy. Modern approaches
and theories of democracy.
2. The forms of democracy.
3. The political democracy and the economic
development of the society.
9. The political elections and the electoral
systems.
1. The concept of political elections and electoral
system.
2. The types of electoral systems.
3. The electoral system and electoral rights. The
electoral technologies.
10. The political elite and political leadership.
1. Classical and contemporary theories on the
essence and role of the elite in the society.
2. The functions of the political class, the ruling
political class.
3. The notion of political leadership. The typology
and the functions of a political leader.
11. The political opposition.
1. The political opposition: its essence, structure
and functions.
2. Types and role of the political opposition in the
political system.
3. The peculiarities of the political opposition
exercise in a transition society.
12. The political culture and political
socialization.
1.The concept of political culture.
2. The structure, levels, functions, and types of
political culture.
3. The political socialization: types and role in the
society.
4. The agents of political socialization.
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13. The political ideology.
1. The concept of political ideology.
2. Structural and functional dimensions of the
political ideology.
3. The contemporary types of political ideology.
14. The political conflict and the political
consensus.
1. The political relations: their definition and
typology.
2. Determinist approaches to the political and
economic relations.
3. Conflict political relations, ways of solving them.
4. Consensual political relationships.
15. The international politics.
1. The concept of international politics.
2. The content and typology of the international
political relations, the international political actors.
3. The interplay of the politics and economics in the
international arena.
4. The state’s external politics: its objectives,
principles, and functions.
TOTAL
1.
2.
3.

Bibliografia
minimală

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tehnologiile
didactice
Modalitatea
evaluării finale
Stabilirea notei
finale (ponderea
exprimată
în %)
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4

2

2

2

2

2

44

30

2

14

A New Handbook of Political Science. Contributors: Robert E. Goodin - editor,
Hans-Dieter Klingemann - editor. Publisher: Oxford University Press, 1998.
Robertson David. The Penguin Dictionary of Politics. - London, 1993
Khan Rais A., McNiven James D. - An introduction to Political Science. - Nelson
Canada, 1993
Almond Gabriel. Comparative Politics Today: a Worldview. - New York. Harper
Collins Publishers, 1992.
Budge I. Parties and democracy: coalition formation and government functioning
in twenty states.- Oxford University Press, 1993.
Capitalism, socialism, and dictatorship: outgrowing communist and capitalist
dictatorships: conference proceedings.- Luxemburg, 1999
Enciu. N. Politologie. – Chișinău: Civitas, 2005.
Bogdan Ţîrdea, Larisa Noroc. Politologie. Curs de Prelegeri. Chişinău, 2014.

•
•
•

frontal,
expunere,
retroproiector, calculator

examinare orală cu bilete
Două teste pe parcursul semestrului

30%

Reușita curentă (evaluarea formativă)

20%

Studiul individual
Rezultatul la examen/verificare (evaluarea finală)

10%
40%

Timpul total (ore pe semestru) al activităților de studiu individual pretinse studentului
1. Descifrarea și studiul notițelor de curs

12

8. Pregătire prezentări orale

4
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2. Studiu după manual, suport de curs
3. Studiul bibliografiei minimale
indicate
4. Documentare suplimentară în
bibliotecă
5. Activitate specifică de pregătire
seminar și/sau laborator
6. Realizare teme, referate, eseuri,
traduceri etc.
7. Pregătire teste, lucrări de control
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12

9. Pregătire examinare finală

6

10

10. Consultații

2

8

11. Documentare pe teren

10

12. Documentare pe INTERNET

10

13. Alte activități

2

14. Alte activități

TOTAL ore studiu individual (pe semestru) = 76
Data completării: _____________
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Semnătura titularului: _______________

